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IT’S ALL ABOUT THAT POST:
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from
Elizabeth Aguirre

1. If only people knew what happens after they post a message online. – (This dissertation)
2. Writing reviews nurtures reflective thinking. – (This dissertation)
3. No matter what is stated in the terms and conditions, customers believe that they own their information. - (This dissertation)
4. Do not underestimate the power of sharing: it can unconsciously control a man's behaviors, and place him in a vulnerable situation. – (This dissertation)
5. The future of business is social. – (Barry Libert author of Social Nation)
6. Content is fire. Social media is gasoline. – (Jay Baer author of Youtility)
7. Either write something worth reading or do something worth writing about. – (Benjamin Franklin)
8. I’m worried about privacy because of the young people who don’t give a damn about their privacy, who are prepared to put their entire private lives online. – (Alan Dershowitz)